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MODERN AESTHETICISM.

The materialistic thought of the age resentB
) all advances in the direction of the transcenS dental and the ideal, and uses the immense
; brute force it at present possesses, to drag every• thing down to its own level. Hence it dislikes
> those who withdraw themselves from the vulgar
j race for wealth or from the unhappy competis tion for social precedence, to give attention to
? the only true source of human happiness, the
>| leading of a life in accordance with the highest
$ spiritual ideals the mind of the individual can
> grasp.
(
Few possessing any appreciation of art cul5 ture, can traverse the streets of London withs out feeling repulsion to the picture which the
< great city makes of itself in most of its
? buildings, its advertisement boards, and its
) handiwork relating to external life. The
S coarse nature of the ideals of savages as repre
' senled in their carved images is apparent to
? every eye, but the coarse nature of home ideals
can only be revealed to the general oonsciouss ness by experience of something better. As a
< nation rises in the scale of civilisation, so does
? it rise in realisation of beautiful ideals.
> Materialism, however, opposes all advanoes in
s new grooves in the direction of the ideal, hence
< the ridicule showered of late upon modern
? aestheticism by the press and by the stage. A
' new advance in art culture may here and there
s degenerate into a craze, but putting aside such
< exceptional instances, the new movement has
? already done much to improve and beautify
> many an English home, and in not a few in
s stances at considerable saving of expense. Take
c dress for example. A vulgar woman may load
■ herself with precious stones and make herself
> a veritable walking Golconda, without being
• able thereby to produce so pleasing an effect
< to the cultivated eye, as another possessed of
? Art tast is able to do with simple materials at
> the cost of but a few shillings.
S
The same materialistic prejudice which fights
against Spiritualism, battles also against 2Esthed ticism, consequently the latter deserves support
wherever it is possible to give it. Mr. J. A.
s Campbell, in his last pamphlet, written at his
L
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stand home, advises men to “ make for
righteousness, order, and love; doing justly,
considering birds and lilies, giving alms of such
pure and pleasant things as we have.” Like
wise do wc now plead for more considering of
birds and lilies^the taste for such consideration
being too much crushed out by life in large
cities, in which low aims and soul-destroying
ambitions occupy too much of the attention of
the children of error, who see not that even if
successful in their competitive strife, they can
but become the possessors of Dead Sea apples,
fair to the sight but ashes in the grasp.
-------- ♦---------

THE WITHERED HAND.

Our printer, Mr. Arliss Andrews, Museum
Street, London, informs us that he knows the
surgeon who wrote the following narrative,
published in The Central Express, and believes
in the trustworthiness of his utterances:—
Thirty years ago I was considered one of
the first surgeons in London. Though a young
man, my skill was widely acknowledged, and
I had located myself in a fashionable portion
of the West End. In one night all my hopes
of future fame were blasted, and this hand that
had once so deftly wielded the surgeon’s knife,
became powerless and withered. It was the
27th of June, 18—. I was about retiring,
when a loud ring at my night-bell informed
me of further work. On opening the door I
found two gentlemen,one a brother professional,
with whom I was well acquainted, and who
earnestly desired me to accompany them to the
bedside of Mr. A------, of Portman Square. I
started with them at once, and on the way
thither my friend Doctor F. gave me the
history of the case. The patient who was an
elderly gentleman believed that he should die
at a certain hoar that night, and that the spirit
of his father would be present to call him
away. It was reported that the same thing
occurred for many generations at the hour
when each male member of the family had
completed his sixtieth year. Dootor F.’s idea
in summoning me was, if possible, to place the
patient under the influence of chloroform, the
use of which was not so widely known then as
at present Previously to coming for me he
had administered a dose of morphia, and on:
arriving at the house we found him under its
influence and sleeping quietly. As the fatal
hour approached, having arranged our instru
ments and carefully examined the surroundings,
we sat watching on either side of the bed. It
now wanted but a few seconds of the time. I
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plaoed my hand on the patient’s pulse, who
was still calmly sleeping, Dr. F. holding his
wrist on the left side.
ot a sound could be
heard except the ticking of a small clock on
the mantlepiece, and the regular breathing of
the patient. Just as the clock chimed the half
hour, I raised my head and perceived close to
the mantlepiece the figure of a portly old
gentleman looking steadfastly at the recumbent
figure on the couch. I sprang forward,
wishing to grasp the intruder by the arm, but
instead of my hand coming in contact with a
human being, there was nothing there; the
figure had vanished, and my right arm fell to
my side completely paralysed. At the same
moment I heard Doctor F. exclaim “ Dead ! ”
and turning to the bed, I found that, true
enough, our patient had ceased to breathe, his
heart had ceased to beat for ever, and my active
career as a surgeon was closed.
J. H. F., 1881.
--------- ♦---------

VICTOR HUGO’S HABITS.

Future historians may find in the habits of
two of the most brilliant, but wayward geniuses
of the century—Carlyle and Victor Hugo—
many points in common of which the outside
world know but little. Both, in spite of their
at times democratic utterances, are essentially
aristocratic and exclusive iu their sympathies
and aims; but it is in their daily lives that
even more resemblance is to be found. Both
of them lived by rule, which unforeseen events
were never permitted to disturb. Victor
Hugo, for example, is absolutely invisible to
all up to three in the afternoon. He break
fasts alone, and works steadily, both before and
after. At three o’clock, in all weathers, he
goes out—if fine, on foot; if wet, like Carlyle,
in an omnibus. He takes the first street or
the first omnibus, regardless of its destination,
and continues to walk or ride for three hours.
Throughout this time his mind is aotively en
gaged in composing poetry. On his return he
devotes himself wholly to his family, in this
respect, perhaps, differing from his English
anti-type. He enjoys the society of friends,
and generally has two or three, sometimes more,
to dinner.
At ten o’olock he goes to bed, and the next
morning when he rises he sets himself to write
with a reed, or more often with a lucifer match,
the verses he composed on the previous after
noon. Sometimes he will write down in this
way upward of 500 or 600 without a pause,
so accurately are they held in his memory.
At the age of eighty few men can boast of
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greater vigour of intellect or of body. The
literary executors of Victor Hugo, if they are
charged to publish all he has written, will have
no light task. For years he has been a cease*
less worker, and his manuscripts, which for
many years were deposited in the vaults of the
bank of Belgium, have of late years been in
the author’s own keeping. At present they
fill three enormous trunks, or rather packing
cases, which follow him wherever he goes, and
form by far the largest portion of his luggage.
A good deal of what he has written, notably a
continuation of Les Chatiments, has lost most
of its point; but as may be seen from his two
most recently published volumes, though both
were written many years ago, he will leave
behind a vast quantity of prose and verse
which must possess more than ephemeral in
terest.—Glasgow Herald.
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Great freedom is given to correspondents who sometimes express opinions
diametrically opposed to those of this Journal and its readers. Unsolicited
communications cannot be returned; copies should be kept by the writers.
Preference is given to letters which are not anonymous.
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PARIS.

Sir,—In the Beoue Spirits for December we find, in
a summary of the work accomplished by the Society of
Psychological Studies, at Paris, for the month of October,
the following remarks, which conclude the article by
the secretary :—“As you see, the work accomplished
during this month has been excellent: to deny that
the Society is progressing would be contrary to all
evidence.
“It is even probable that psychical Studies at Paris
are about to make real progress. The medium Husk
is with us, and the phenomena that he produces are so
strange to the observer, so astonishing, that they must
be patiently studied in order to give an accurate
description of them. The committee under which these
special and consecutive stances occur, will not pro
nounce upon them until after long and severe investiga
tion; the more the facts which it analyses merit its
attention, the more careful must it be ; it should indeed
be the more reserved for the reason that, if true, they
must destroy a multitude of scientific allegations which
have passed as sacred truths.”
Scrutator.
THE ABSOLUTE.

Sir,—I was delighted to find another article in the
Spiritualist from J. K., and only hope that from time
to time he may contribute more.
I have been asked by friends to define what is meant
by the “Absolute,” but was unable to give a concise
definition. Would “ J. K.” kindly do so ? Would he
also oblige by giving the address of Miss Chandos
Leigh Hunt, as 1 would like, if possible, to follow his
recommendation to get her manuscript which he men
tioned in July ?
nquirer
Edinburgh.
----------

c Gloucester Square, I did so, and after a short course of
her treatment I experienced great benefit, and am now
?■ able to be about and enjoy good health, all the dan
s gerous symptoms having disappeared. I would advise
> all other sufferers to seek her valuable aid.
c
atherine aul
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FUNERAL REFORM.
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The abolition of the dismal trappings at
present in use at funerals, is a good step to encourage; the gloomy theatrical properties at
present used tend to establish false ideas about
death, to oppress the minds of the young and
the unthinking, and sometimes to throw upon
survivors who cannot afford it, an expenditure
which might have been applied in a better
direction. We should be glad to aid those
who are promoting funeral reform, by giving
publicity to their plans. How many associations exist for promoting improvements in
funerals, and what are their addresses ?
In giving his name as one of the presidents
of the Church of England Funeral and Mourn
ing Association, the Archbishop of Canterbury
states that he shall do all he can to promote
the success of the movement. The society aims
at Cheapening, simplifying and christianising
funeral ceremonial to the discouragement of
feasting and treating, and the entire disuse of
crape, soarves, plumes and mourning coaches. j
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P8YCH0PATHY.
Sir,—Will you grant me a small space in your valu j
able paper to make the following statement of facts ?— i?

For some weeks, I was troubled with a very severe
attack of bronchitis. I was so ill I was obliged to take
to my bed. Being advised to seek the aid of Mrs.
Davenport, healing medium, of 28, Dorset Street

380, Edgware Road, London.
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CONDITIONAL IMMORTALITY AND “ ELEMEN
TART" SPIRITS.
DI TWO PARTS—PART I.

We are indebted to the Theosophists, as
they are also to Spiritualism, for bringing forward knowledge in the psychological
sphere which had been long an utterly dead
letter to the average Englishman, and still
more so to the average philosopher, much as
we are indebted to him who believes that he
has fathomed the depths and the heights of
nature with his scalpel, his telescope, his
spade and hammer, and most of all with his
own wonderful brain-power and self-esteem.
We, however, continue to rejoioe in the
belief that the theory of the “elementary,”
the “ astral man,” in other words, the spiritless
soul, as held by the Theosophists, is indeed
the veriest unproved theory possible; and
under whatever forms or subdivisions theories
on the body, soul, and spirit may be now
elaborated, this is certain, that the theory of the
spiritless soul never has been, and never can
be put beforo us moro characteristically or
more austerely, if at the same time with more
honest oonscienciousness, than it was by Col.
Olcott, president of the Theosophical Society,
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in his article of December 7th, 1877, in your
Journal, when he astonished his old acquaint
ances, the Spiritualists, with his opinions about
“ elementaries,’’ who, he said, were either men
still in the flesh, who were merely “souls,”
who had “ lost their nous or immortal spirit,”
and were no longer trinities, but only dualities.
Or, if they were not the spiritless souls of men
in the flesh, the “elementaries” were Col.
Olcott’s alleged beings already in the next
world, who had been formerly men, but who,
having lost their nous or spirit, generally before
death, and then bodies of flesh also by death,
were reduced to a single principle, that of
“ soul ” only, spiritless soul, which must soon
be “ annihilated,” in other words snuffed out.
“ Man is taught,” says Col. Olcott, “ that he
must save himself from, annihilation.” And
he further alleges that “ the whole range
of mediumistic physical phenomena is pro
duced by ‘ souls ’ embodied or disembodied.”
In other words, by souls, whether in the flesh
or out of it, who have lost their immortal
spirit. “From whom the divine immortal
spirit has shrunk in horror.”
Strong asseveration, however, never yet
proved truth. And yet these opinions of the
Theosophists are not left a mere theory, and
are really much less shocking than those of
certain men holding certain Western views.
Here are sentiments uttered by a clergyman
of acknowledged talent and of importance in
position, at a late missionary meeting: “ The
simple answer,’’ he said, “ to those who are
talking about the salvability of the heathen is
this—they are unholy, and become more and
more so, and those who live unholy lives
must necessarily pass into an unholy, and
therefore into an unhappy eternity.” Shades
of Pythagoras, Sakya Muni, the great Buddha,
Socrates, Plato, Virgil, Antoninus Pius,
Marcus Aurelius! What strange ideas are
these, to those who believe in a God who is
the Great First Cause, our own Cause, our
sole Cause, who alone is accountable for the
existence of men and angels. That God whom
Copernicus, no Eastern sage, has shewn to be
a God of a Universe essentially of order and
equilibrium, which last word means justice!
No, no Eastern soul has ever been raised so
high as Copernicus by knowledge.
Now the above words of a clergyman I do
not give as a specimen of Bible doctrine. God
forbid ! I believe them to be quite untenable
as such, but I give them as a theory, (he
theory of a clique. And surely the theory
alluded to of the Theosophists is that of an
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angel of mercy compared with the other;
though it certainly does not abound in mercy,
and is as much the theory of a clique as the
other. Both seem to have a like origin, cer
tainly not in each judging others better than
themselves. And both lay their index finger on
individuals whom they distinctly mark out. First
their noble selves, and next, a very large lot in
deed of outcasts, though there certainly is a
difference in quality, if not in quantity, in their
respective adjudications and denunciations.
But the number of theories in the world is in
proportion to the cliques ; not least the theories
concerning the future of man, many of them
so diverse from each other as to show, if
nothing else, how far man is still from any
real knowledge, not only of the absolute, but
of questions of the most vital importance con
cerning our nearest future. I need go no
further than to say that the beings in fluidic
life, which the Theosophists, from a Hindu
point of view, call “ elementaries,” or spiritless
souls, the Bible, the expounder of Western
thought throughout, actually calls spirits,
though the term may be supplemented by the
adjectives, evil, lying, unclean, &c.
Now, if this doctrine of the existence of
souls without the immortal spirit should be a
general doctrine of the Hindus, which I believe
to be very far indeed from the case, though it
may be held by the exclusive, self-righteous
Brahmins, we must remember that the Hindu
religion, as a whole, since the Buddhist
wrench from its bosom on account of its
exclusiveness, now embraces but a moderate
portion of the inhabitants of Asia, and is by no
means the general index of Eastern thought.
The doctrine of spiritless souls is certainly
not held by the Chinese, the majority of whom
worship the spirits of their ancestors, and to
whom the propounding of the idea that
their ancestors had lost their immortal spirit,
would be an offence that could not but arouse
a very vast amount of “celestial” wrath
indeed.
The doctrine of spiritless souls is not certainly that of the Buddhist. Col. Olcott
says: “ The indiscriminate attainment of im
mortality would be contrary to the analogies of
nature, and repugnant to the idea of justice.”
The Buddhist does not think so; he thinks that
the same ultimate destiny is allotted to all men.
Col. Olcott says : “ The survival of the fittest
is the universal law.” The Buddhist thinks
that all men, God’s noblest work on earth, are
fit to survive; and that the soul, instead of its
being probably annihilated through getting
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worse and worse, improves by time, and is only
annihilated because of its improvement. His
most earnest prayer to Buddha is something
like this:—“ Take, I beseech thee, my holy
spirit from my long-suffering soul when the
latter is sufficiently purified, that it may be
freed, at length, from the trials that it has to
undergo both in fluidic and flesh life. Let my
heartaches end; and may the thousand different
ills that my soul is heir to pass away I Oast
away from my holy spirit, for once and for all,
this loathsome matter of my soul, which marks
my sad identity through all my many changes,
and may my holy spirit be absorbed, as soon as
may be, in Nirvana, for ever 1 ” In fact the
Buddhist’s prayer for release of the soul at
tached to the spirit, is, in effect, the Theosophist’s threat of annihilation to the alleged
spiritless soul. For Col. Olcott is probably
right when he says: “ The immortal spirit—that
cannot be lost,” but at the same time the
Colonel believes that this immortal spirit was
once in the possession of all these spiritless souls,
before they lost it by physical mediumship or
otherwise. I would here remark that, suppos
ing the eventual death of the soul of any, or
many, or even all, to be a true doctrine, it is
great presumption and childish vanity for any
finite being to predicate who are the already
lost, in the shcrt and unequally allotted trial
of one single earth life.
There is, however, another view of Nirvana
among the Buddhists of tbe present day, which
may be, perhaps, more rational than the other.
The prayer of many of them is now said to be
“ That their souls may grow more and more
purified, so as to become, at length, fit re
ceptacles of their divine spirit, which is a spark
from the Eternal; and that their souls haviog
attained perfection by a perpetual increase in
virtue, may, conjoined with their immortal
spirit, spend an eternity in meetly doing the
behests of the Eternal.” This view assumes
the universal improvement of men’s souls, in
stead of the idea of a vast proportion of the
souls of men being destined to deteriorate until
annihilation comes upon them, in consequence
of their unfitness to survive, as imagined by
the Tbeosophist. Probably this latter Budd
hist view of the universal improvement of the
soul and its eternal retention is held by the
present enlightened Emperor of Japan, for
certainly, in his late public invocation of his
ancestors or predecessors to assist him in
inaugurating a national assembly, he did not
address any of them as “ elementaries” on so
solemn an occasion, although there can be no
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doubt that many of them were physical
mediums when living.
Now, whichever of the two above-named
views of Nirvana the Buddhists may hold,
there are two things in which both parties
agree. First, in the doctrine of progress,
through incarnation, not for a chosen few only,
but for all men. And secondly, in the retention
throughout the whole of their progress, of the
divine spark, that atom of the immortal spirit
of Buddha which was alloted to each at their
souls’ beginning, and whioh continues with
them through every evolution, and will remain with them, as one party believes, for ever.
Or until the absorption of that atom of spirit
which renders the immortal spark back to
Him who gave it, as believed by the other
party.
This belief in the retention of the spirit,
and in the certain progress, and ultimate
triumph of every individual soul, through
successive reincarnations, as held by the
Buddhists, though it be but the triumph of
shaking off an impediment, an incubus, is the
religion which greatly surpasses all others on
the face of the earth in the number of its
followers. More than a third of the inhabitants
of our globe are Buddhists; and yet they make
but little effort to propagate their views. So
we see if there be any truth in the apothegm,
Vox populi, vox Dei, their salient position cannot be ignored.
Scrutator.

S

piritualism has as yet made no progress in Calais
and Boulogne-sur-Mer.
Dr. J. M Peebles has postponed his visit to Australia,
Professor William Denton being already on a visit to
that colony on a lecturing tour.
Dr. urdon, after a three weeks’ visit to London, has
left for the Ohannel Islands, and he will probably
return to India early in the year.
The New York Timet announces that Mrs. and Miss
Woodhull and Miss Claflin have arrived in that city,
and will shortly begin a lecturing tour.
The President of the Theosophical Society has been
working for some time past at the establishment of
Buddhist schools in Ceylon and Southern India. He
is therefore extremely popular among the natives, but
has at the same time brought forth expressions of
ecclesiastical irritation.
Lord Crawford has as yet been unable to trace the
stolen remains of his father. The celebrated sleuth
hound, Morgan, has been called into requisition in the
endeavour to trace the body, but so far without success.
The weather has been too frosty in Scotland as yet to
give the dog a fair chance.
The Channel newspaper at Boulogne-sur*Mer, gives
frequent notices of matters connected with psychology.
A correspondent writes from Toulon that if, as
Theosophists assert, the Spiritualism of the West is in
its infancy as compared with the Spiritualism of the
East, the fact ought to be known, and they ought to
give the most exact proof that such is the case.
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of one of his most happy productions, also
to be his friend for life, and do him much valu
able service; and so it actually happened.
At that time Varley was about forty-five;
he was of a stout figure in “ the fifth age of
life.”—“ And then the justice in fair round
belly with good capon lined,” but not with
“ eyes severe,” or “ beard of formal cut,” for
he had laughter in his eyes, a genial word and
smile for all, and no hair on h s face.
Then from the artist and the astrologer we must
turn to the mechanic and iuventor. His inventions were all ingenious, but never practical,
and on them he lost the money gained by his
painting, and friends often suffered along with
him. One of his latest ideas was to prevent
the noise in cabs by having double wheels, one
a little in advance of the other, so that the cab
would always be resting on a level, as it were,
and so prevent the fall and rumble, but this
invention too went to pave the hall of good intentions.
But I must not prolong the story to which
his nephew, the present Varley, the celebrated
electrician, and deeply divining Spiritualist,
gives a special interest. “ Young artists,” he
would say, “ purchase some of my small effective bits, and think to be able to do the
like; but they must purchase the genius
of John Varley, rather than seek to copy his
work. Now there is John Brown,” he added,
“ a clever painter in some respects, but he wants
as much talent again to make use of that
which he has.” Varley used to tell stories of
his friend Blake the painter, and Mrs. Blake,
how the two sat naked in the garden in primitive innocence and simplicity, as with Adam
and Eve before the fall. There are many more
little anecdotes and incidents I could relate of
this remarkable man, who used to come to me
continually with his folio of drawings to show,
saying, u You see, Mr. Atkinson, it takes me
more time to sell tbe drawings than- to paint
them.” The market value of those drawings
now, is six or seven times the amount that was
given for them. I had a great many, and still
possess some of the choicest specimens.

JOHN VARLEY,
THE FOUNDER OF THE WATER-COLOUR 80HO0L OF PAINTING.
By Henry G. Atkinson, F. G. S., author of
“ Letters to Miss Martineau.”

I am asked to furnish some few notes in
respect to the celebrated water-colour painter,
John Varley, with whom I was intimate. John
Varley was a remarkable man in many ways
and of many minds, and is generally referred to
as the founder of the School of Water Colour
Art. The works of his latest period were very
effective aud highly appreciated, for he had
invented the means of giving a more powerful
rendering of his landscapes, whioh be humor
ously explained in this wise:—“ You see,” he
would say, “ I just call at my doctor’s and get
some of the paper ia which his assistants wrap
up the bottles; this I paste on an ordinary
mount. I then go to my baker and purchase
some of the brown paper generally used for
putting round his biscuits and buns; this I
paste over the doctor’s paper, and the baker’s
brown paper forms an already toned basis for
my colours. When I want a high light, I rub
up the place in the baker’s paper down to the
white doctor’s paper. I make my drawing in
brown, which afterwards I tint over with the
requisite colours; thus I am able to work
rapidly and to produce the powerful effects
you admire, and which give to the water-colour
drawing more the character of an oil painting.”
Varley was an astrologer, but mostly gave
his divinations without drawing the usual
figure, and he seemed to arrive at his con
clusions more by insight than from the con
junctions and influence of the stars. I have
heard him name particular incidents in a
stranger’s life most correctly. The most re
markable instance of such life-reading-insight,
so to term it, is recorded in the autobiography
of the famous Swiss historian, philosopher and
philanthrophist, Zschokke, not the mere reading
of the present thoughts of a chance stranger,
but events in the past life long latent in the
memory.
My first introduction to Varley was in the
Water Colour Exhibition. I had purchased one
of his most effective drawings, still in my pos
session, and was introduced to the artist, who
shook me heartily by the hand—he did all he
did heartily—and asked me about my birth.
Then he said, with all earnestness, that our
relative conjunctions were so and so; that
crossing that, and coming into conjunction with
so and so, or the like; he surprised me not a
little, and the more so when he concluded that
I was destined at that time to be the purchaser
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The late Mons. C. G. Hue advocated the following
) doctrine:—“ For faith—God. For feeling—Prayer.
? For restraint—The Conscience.
For law—Charity.
IFoi belief—Immortality. For aim—Perfection.”
Next Sunday evening Miss Keeves will give a trance
address at the Ladbroke Hall, Notting Hill, and this
| (Friday) evening, at seven o’clock, Mrs. Olive will
j give a wane* in aid of the fund for carrying on the
i services.
i
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A PHILOSOPHY OF MATERIALISATION.
By John E. Pubdon, M.B.
. For the last five-and-twenty years attention has been
particularly turned to classes of natural facts which the
history of Philosophy, embracing one hundred times
that period, proves to have been ignored by the vulgar
as oi any practical importance, though it is evident to
a dose student that the Masters and Teachers of the
race were very well acquainted with their value, as
instruments of instruction, and indeed of subjugation,
lie study of the nature of these facts has unfortunately,
up to the present, been pursued by but a limited class
of the community, who have called themselves Spirit
ualists, on the ground that they are entitled to do so
from their belief that the spirits of the dead are active
agents in co-operation with mundane bodies in the pro
duction of the said results, which include the whole
range of uncommon human activities, from knowledge
of events before they have occurred to the most trivial
disturbance of a nervous system, with an external ex
pression of the same in terms of disorder; the prophet
and the cup-tosser who divines by the aid of tea-leaves
being the extreme poles of the graduated series of
human agents on the mental or immaterial side, while
the chain is extended from certain slightly disturbed
hysterical girls back to the powerful medium who can,
like the Witch of Endor, call up the simulacrum of our
departed dead, whose image faithfully cherished and
not forgotten, bears comparison with that of the presen
tation with which it is so far outwardly identical.
The records of the twenty-five centuries that have rolled
over the struggling mass of thinking men have carried
forward the same, the very same, unsolved problems
and unanswered questions, Whence ? What ? Whither P
from generation to generation ; but only in our day has
it been given to man to attack them and attempt their
solution in terms of himself from the experimental and
scientific side. They were solved long ago from the
moral side for all time in terms of Himself ; the eastern
races which founded philosophy possessing sufficient
inherent vitality to bring it to its crown and efflorescence
before the process of ethnic decay set in, with its re
trograde changes, and I suppose neglect of speculative
truth.
We have now been given us the task of solving the
physical problem of the universe in terms of our own
nature, and, in the disorder presented, we have to look
for the data which will enable us to find not so much
the law of disturbance as the law of that which is dis
turbed. Assuming in man a parallel constancy to the
laws of nature, essentially unvarying, we have in the
discussion of the disturbances observed to find the key to
that assumed parallelism, and in that the recognition
of the metaphysical truth that the universe is what it
appears to be because man is what he is—that the
universe is moulded for and by man just as man’s
physical body is the outcome of universally acting
influences.
I cannot conceive a more general solution of the
problem of the universe than the establishment on un
assailable grounds of the fact that Man and the Universe
have grown up together in and for one another, the re
lation being one of reciprocity existing through the
common possession of that universe by the Race, the
individuals of which can discuss it on equal grounds,
its surest claim to stability resting upon their un
questioning acknowledgment of a common possession;
and per contra, man’s firmest ground of faith in himself
and the reality of his own efforts bein^ found in the
sympathy of his fellow-men, and their acknowledge
ment that, things being equal, they must have behaved
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in a similar manner to him under the guidance of
similar influencing causes, originating either from with
out or within, but derived from that common possession
which is Universe in one aspect and Subject in the
other ; that is to say as Thing or Thought is arbitrarily
chosen as the qualitative standard of definition of the
Real.
The disturbances called Spiritualistic with a physio
logical side to them ever and always, though sometimes
difficult to identify, afford ample scope to the methods
of modern science for their application towards the
reduction, within the domain of order, of classes of
events of paramount importance to be understood, if
either a quiet indifference, a blatant nihilism or a
rampant Spiritualism is not, for the next generation or
two, to overcloud the religion which is dear to us from
association, and which we hope to see remain the un- *
challenged birthright of our children.
I proceed to consider some of these typical dis
turbances, but at first mainly after the method of
physical analogy.
There are two classes of facts which at once strike
the investigator into the phenomena of Spiritualism as
presenting features so absolutely unrelated to all ap
pearance that their reduction under a single generalisa
tion is never seriously attempted, but is handed over to
the metaphysician as a matter which relates to words
and to words only. I allude to those manifestations in
which the natural body of the medium is, in its modifica
tions, a part or the whole of the phenomenon presented,
and to those manifestations in which the so-called ex
ternal world is to a greater or lesser extent in
fluenced, the medium being apparently unchanged in
any way.
The typical example of the former is the construction
of a part or the whole of a duplex body, and the typical
example of the latter is the knotting of an endless
cord.
The salient feature of these two natural occurrences
is that the former leaves no permanent record while
the latter does or may do so, which is quite as good for
our purpose. The first is typical of the essentially
fleeting nature of individual life; the seoond of the
permanence of matter under varying aspects.
Two quite different sohools of thought in their at
tempts to solve such mysteries have adopted on the one
side the common-sense and rather dogmatic method,
while the physico-mathematical critical and also dog
matic method has been followed by the other.
The paramount importance of the physiological-ana
logical method has not been officially recognised by
either.
In the Spiritualist of May 30th, 1879, reference is
made in the first page to a theory put forward some
time since by Mr. Vv. H. Harrison, which appears to
offer an easy solution to the difficulty of the duplication
of form, freeing from bonds and other physical mani
festations of related character. As Mr. Harrison’s idea
is bold and sweeping, and though crude may be supposed
to derive support from such part of the modus operandi
of physical manifestations as have come under the eyes
of good observers, some remarks upon the subject
will not be out of place here. After putting Mr.
Harrison’s views in his own words, which will show
that his explanation, or rather suggestion towards an
explanation, has no recognised ground on whioh to rest
from the known analogies of physical science, an
attempt will be made to bring the phenomena of
physical mediumship within the domain*of law, startling,
though the applications of the principles involved
may doubtless appear to Spiritualists and Materialists
alike.
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Isolated facts in Nature, which maintain their ex
istence through a breach of continuity in established
generalisations, may very well be called miracles, but
no occurrence into the production of whioh the human
body enters as a factor being acknowledged by those
who understand its workings best to be unnaturally
miraculous, it is only in accordance with the spirit of
scientific enquiry to substitute, if possible, an explana
tion where known principles receive novel applications,
for one entirely provisional, and, in its detail, merely an
expression in carefully chosen language of a difficulty
which it professes to explain.
8peaking with reference to physical manifestations,
Mr. Harrison quotes an article of his which appeared
in the Spiritualist of May 5th, 1876, “as new facts
exactly meet the requirements of the theory.”—The
following is a brief outline of the theory then proposed :
-f-“I assume that what we call * matter,’ consists
merely of surface effects with an infinity of phenomena
beneath ; for although the now prevalent scientific
idea that matter consists of the infinitely rigid particles
of Dalton, or of Sir William Thomson’s vortex atoms
formedin an infinitely elastic fluid,” {perfect fluid, i.e.
one without friction, he should have said) “ is useful in
physical research, all analogy and past experience tend
to show that as knowledge increases our ideas of the
extent of the universe, atoms included, will have to be
widened.” Then recurring to the idea that “matter
consists merely of surface effects with an infinity of
phenomena beneath,” he says, “ Let us then suppose
what we know and see of the human hand to be the
result of an infinity of underlying phenomena, compris
ing a certain amount of energy wnich we will define
by the number ten. I assume that when a spirit-hand
first begins to form, say twelve inches from the hand of
the medium, by means of will power or some unknown
process, the controlling intelligence abstracts, say, one
part of energy from every portion of the medium’s hand,
thus leaving nine. This first stage in the creation of
a spirit-hand I assume to produce an actual hand in
visible to the human eye, yet capable of producing cer
tain material effects.”
He then says—“I further
assume that in the process of further materialising a
spirit-hand, spirits can by will-power, or by other
means, abstract more and more energy of different
kinds, but in unaltered relative proportions, from
every part of the hand of the medium, until say, five
proportions of energy are left in the hand of the
medium, and five proportions are in the spirit hand.
At this stage both hands ought to be palpable, visible
hands to the spectators. Here I think we have the
duplication of form-—that delicate state of balance of
conditions which has existed on the few occasions when
the medium and the spirit have been seen at the same
time. Carrying this idea still further, I think that the
power at the root of the phenomenon can go on abstract
ing energy from the hand of the medium till at last we
have, say, nine parts of energy in the spirit-hand, and
only one left in the hand of the medium. At such
a stage as this—which as yet has only been reached in
tptal darkness—the hand of the medium ought to be
invisible, while the spirit-hand is densely materialised.
This may be the condition of things when mediums are
released from bonds ; ” and in conclusion he goes on to
say—“These ideas, I think, also explain how, while
the hand of a medium is held in darkness, a welded
iron ring with no joint in it is frequently threaded on
to his arm.” He winds up by saying—“ From what
has been said it will be seen that it is assumed that
spirits can abstract energy from all parts of inanimate
objects, as well as from human beings; that dresses,
for instance could be thus duplicated.”
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Now, can this be called a physical theory of material
isation or other externalisation of energy? I doubt it
greatly. It is, however, entitled to every respect as it
is proposed by the man who has had more exact experi
ence than any non-mediumistic person in England, by
one, moreover, who, assisted by other educated men
interested in such subjects, attempted to prove experi
mentally that medium plus materialised ima$e ex
hibited a conservation of mass, in the weighing
experiments undertaken with the object of ascertaining
the variation of the medium’s weight during manifesta
tions ; such at least being my reading of the main
object of the research from the papers published on the
subject With due consideration ana respect, I will
therefore examine the above hypothesis, and make a
few remarks preparatory to introducing what I con
sider to be the rational application of known principles
to the difficulties of mediumship, without calling in the
aid of any finite directing intelligence other than that
of the individual whose nervous system is involved.
Mr. Harrison’s first statement is that “ matter ” con
sists merely of surface effects, with an infinity of
phenomena beneath. His second statement is that the
result of this infinity of underlying phenomena com
prises a certain amount of energy. His third statement
is that this energy can be pictured in thought as
removed in varying proportions by an intelligent being
and manifested in another place. Though Mr. Harrison
cites his theoretic considerations as finding an illustra
tion and support in well-established facts occurring
during manifestations of so-called spiritual power,
including notably the variation in the weight of the
medium, yet I cannot image that he confines the term
energy as used by him to the potential energy of
gravitation, for, if so, his attempted explanation would
be without significance, as the weight of a body is no
index of the amount of potential energy locked up and
available in its substance, as for instance in the case of
a loose and a coiled-up spring, which, having the same
weight, are very different as regards the amount of
energy they are possessed of; not to mention that finer
energy stored up and more or less available in equal
weignts of zinc, gunpowder and fat bacon. Besides, he
speaks of the energy as related to the phenomena
underlying the “matter,” which he regards as surface
effects. How can we have experience of that which
does not exhibit itself? Why call it out of its name ?
Why not say at once that matter passes or flows from
one hand to the other, which is what is really implied ?
To be sure, energy is a thing as real as matter and
having as real an objective existence, and this objective
existence is only manifested by its doing work or its
preventing work from being done. But the idea of
work is not embraced by Mr. Harrison’s theory at all.
When therefore he makes energy pass from one real
body to a body being constructed as its simulacrum or
double, he introduces us to a form of energy which is
neither energy of position (potential), nor energy of mo
tion (kinetic), nor yet energy partly potential and partly
kinetic, as is the oase in the wave movement propagated
through an elastic medium, consequently his hypothesis
(apart from the deus ex machind he introduces), has, as
yet, nothing corresponding to it in the continuity of
thought ana is therefore untenable as far as I can see;
but in justice to Mr. Harrison, I must quote Pro
fessor Clark Maxwell when he says in his Theory of
Heat—“ We cannot even assert that all energy must be
either potential or kinetic, though we may not be able
to conceive any other form.”
Nevertheless the body of a medium must be a source
of energy, but of what kind and how ?
It appears to me that the true way to regard the
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fact of the variation of external order and the attending
manifestations of energy, is after the analogies supplied
by the physical sciences, and then to apply their
methods with as little innovation as possible to the
Bubject matter and data offered by our new Science.
Experience shows us that apart from a reasonable
amount of exhaustion, the practice of mediumship is
not destructive to life, so that we may say that at the
end of the sitting when the medium has been restored
to his normal consciousness and functional activity,
matters are in just the same state as at the beginning
of the seanoe, consequently a cycle of operations has been
gone through, and, making abstraction of the machinery
employed, work has been done in the room, such as the
lifting of musical boxes, chairs, &c., and all the permanent record of the energy externalised, is the disorder produced. The great advantage of this method
of regarding the question of mediumship is, that we are
not called upon to state in so many words what is the
force or physical cause which is in operation during the
manifestations. The medium having gone through a
cycle of operations, has all through manifested vital
activities, so that, no matter how strange soever the
results of these activities have shown themselves to be,
nothing inhuman or unnatural has occurred; consequently we are justified in our endeavour to follow
the vagaries of the animal economy through its various
changes by the application of the argument by analogy
from the better known to the less known, provided in
this endeavour we do not contradict established
principles or introduce hypotheses incapable of verification either by direct observation or deduction there*
from.
Ab physicists and physiologists have to deal with
facts, and not with causes, we must be content to accept
the mundane side of the situation, and we must in our
first approximation attack the part of the problem that
will bear the application of their methods of reasoning
before we attempt those higher flights into regions the
very existence of which is denied by them, from their
neglect to provide themselves with appropriate instruments of analysis. For these reasons I prefer to start
from the normal condition, and attempt to follow the
physiological process round to the normal condition
again by the application of known principles and the
introduction of reasonable hypotheses, leaving out of
consideration affairs which may or may not be intrinsic
but which I am unable to grasp in a perfected conception.
Work is done in an extraordinary way by a medium;
that is a matter of fact, and further, it is equally a matter
of fact that it must be represented in terms of food digested by him, or by somebody else, which, at the start,
was locked up within the limits of an animal body and
which, under ordinary circumstances, would have been
set free through the intermediacy of the muscular
system, under the directive action of his will in each individual case.
The following quotations are from Dr. Bence Jones’
Third Croonian Lecture on Matter and iorc^ and will
show the reader the necessity of following closely the
lines laid down for our guidance by great workers in
the past, if our new branch of Natural Science is not
to pass from our hands into those more competent
workmen, actually before we have perceived its import
and recognised that it is a complex of physics, physiology and biology in the widest sense of the term, not to
mention it as the link between nature and spirit—a
true metaphysic.
“ Matters in a state of tension, and ready for chemical
motion are constantly going into the body in the food
and air. The quantity of active and latent energy
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which goes in, ought exactly to balance the quantity
which comes out, deducting that which remains latent
in the chemical substances, or becomes active in the
actual warmth of the body itself.
“The chemical changes of the matter within the
body (that is, the decrease of potential energy or
tension) give rise to different forms of motion. These
motions appear as the functions or work of the body.
u By far the greater part of the potential energy or
tension which goes in is ultimately changed into warmth.
Other modes of motion, as electricity and mechanical
work, take but a small part of the total income. The
balance-sheet at present can give an idea of the form
which the account will ultimately take; but it cannot
tell the items with any approach to accuracy.
Whatever form of motion or tension proceeds from
the body, let us regard it not as created or destroyed,
but as the representative and equivalent of that energy
which went into the body.
u The different kinds of apparatus or organs which
the animal possesses for the conversion of energy
determine in what form of motion the expenditure of
energy can take place.”
I proceed to show that the above is a statement that
the principle of conservation of energy applies to living
beings in a particular sense as well as to inanimate
systems in nature. These are said to be conservative
systems, in relation to energy, when the mutual forces
between the parts always consume or always perform
the same amount of work during any motion whatever,
by which the system can pass from and return to any
particular configuration. When a conservative system
has the position of its parts altered, on return to original
configuration there is a restoration of actual energy
equivalent to the work spent on the previous alteration
of form due to expended energy, and this re-appear
ance is due to the exhaustion of the potential energy
possessed by the system at the instant of the commence
ment of the return process, and which depends not
upon the motion, but on the configuration of the system.
In such a system the sum of the energies of motion and
position equals a constant.
But to apply the principle of conservation of energy
as thus expressed, to the physical system of the in
dividual animal body, it is necessary that the criterion
of reversibility be applicable. This demand is answered
by the fact of nutrition; for an animal not only trans
forms blood energy into heat and work, but it also
takes in food which the nutritive process makes part of
the working system, whereby the actual work done,
heat radiated, or potential exhausted, is, as it were,
allowed to return instantaneously to the system by
another path;
otherwise, though the conservation of
energy would hold universally in the living system,
there^ would be an exhaustion of potential energy
equivalent to dissipation of energy, as far as the in
dividual was concerned, with the inevitable result, a
tendency to death.
But, in consequence of this moving equilibrium through
exchange it is necessary in applying physical principles
by the method of analogy to the study of vital phe
nomena, to consider the income and the outcome con
jointly, and to remember that the animal system is
• truly conservative only in prospect of the expected
supply which is to replace waste.
Thus, as the conservative character of an animal
system does not depend alone upon its own intrinsic
energy, but also upon that introduced from without, the
work which it does or the direction in which it moves
itself is indifferent, since all work done by an animal is
represented by products of combustion, by ashes, in fact,
cast out as worthless, but whioh ashes have their
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counterpart in work wholly cut off from the system,
and which thus supplies the true physiological criterion
of externality.

The return to original configuration after work is not
effected by the reversal of the acting forces which
brought the changes about, but by forces which are such
in virtue of the directions impressed on them in the pro
cess of organisation. That which exhibited itself kinetic
ally is directly restored as potential energy in food and,
with slight expense of preparation, worked up into the
organism to assist in continuing, as an open process in
time with termini at birth and death, that series of
changes which in the inanimate world are either
rhythmioal or indefinitely suspended by occasional
interference.
It is thus shown that an animal body is a conservative
system in the ordinary sense of the word, that is to say
a conservative system of matter in Space, only on the
ground that it has already shown itself to be conserva
tive in Time. Its own internal forces antagonistic to
distortion or disruption, its vital cohesion, its molecu
lar forces in fact, are as necessary to the manifestation
of the energies introduced from without, as are the
resistance of the boiler plates, the strength and the
integrity of the safety valves, to the exhibition of the
energy of combustion through the intervention of the
pressure of steam, and so far the tissues and organs of
the body form parts of conservative systems in the or
dinary sense of the word: but on the whole, the living
animal is conservative in space and time conjointly, in
space in the present, through work done in the past and
potential energy built into the system; in time in the
knowledge and habits acquired in the past, the posses
sion of the present as a theatre of effort, and m the
future on the assumption that waste can be supplied,
that there will occur no breach of continuity, for we
must always agree on the assumption of uniformity.
I need hardly say that the introduction of the idea
of time into the notion of a conservative animal system,
doed not involve the necessity for considering periodic
replenishment of the animal’s wants through the
guidance of desires and instincts.
What is really implied, is, that the blood is a practi
cally constant source from which material is drawn to
ace that which has been worked off or wasted
off without any useful resultant. The blood is thus the
immediate time factor introduced, being always ready
with its supply of potential energy as occasion may
require. If molecular processes result in a certain
expenditure with break-down of tissue, the blood is
constantly making good such expenditure and loss in
molecular processes equally complex.
The general idea is, that we must put the vital pro
cesses before us as the so-called molecular processes on
a large scale, since we can never get inside any matter
other than our own bodies, to know in a connected
series of conceptions what goes on there. Action and
re-action are equal, to be sure, here as well as else
where, so when I push the wall,the wall pushes me: now,
while we are both pushing, I know pretty generally
what goes on during my own sustained effort, but I
don’t know what goes on in the wall, as a wall, nor am
I likely to know. Cohesion, molecular forces, &c., are
nice words but what do they give me ? When I try
to pull the keeper from an electro-magnet I am getting
nearer to an answer; there is a change going on which
defeats my changes, but still the mystery of matter, if
wholly cut off from the observer, remains.
I feel hopeless of effecting anything like a decently
satisfactory reduction of the difficulties offered by
mediumship, where the external world is influenced, if
I do not make vital activities the type of all change in
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the universe of the senses, and therefore I adopt that
method.
The criterion of reversibility thus resolves itself in
the case of a living animal machine into the test of its
ability to go on acting as before, a sum of minute in
ternal rhythmic processes connected with nutrition,
replacing the actual dynamic reversal of an inanimate
system: for such work as is done by an animal, being
always real and positive, in the sense that it cannot be
undone, is not to be regarded as a source of supply
upon which the system can draw again, even though
it may still represent a high class of potential energy,
as, for instance, a weight lifted to a height. As it
stands, it is as useless for purposes of nutrition as a
sack of coals before it is exchanged for loaves of bread,
and for all the conserved energy to be got from it by
the work-doing animal, it might as well be a picture
of a loaf. The rhythm of a Carnot’s engine may be
kept up by taking back the work already done, but if
so, nothing else is done during its cycle of operations,
so that it also, for all practical purposes, may be re
garded as a picture, while it perfectly represents the
principle of reversibility.
This shadowy engine does no real work, if we are to
understand by the word44 work ” a something essentially
involving the idea of space, outness and otnerness, for
mere logical continuity in time is not the essence of
our notion of Life, (or, if so, the sooner it is corrected
the better), the true import of which is the doing of
something while time is passing: it therefore serves to
show us how rhythmic reversibility, involving merely
the idea of time continuity, enters only as a single factor
into the general notion of the vital process, while at the
same time it affords us an easy stepping stone to the
physical illustration of the truth that life without
action, in an external world, is a meaningless abstrac
tion.
There are no Carnot engines in the visible world,
and if there were they would be useless, except they
were of such a size as would require a modification of
our powers, so that we might be able to apply them to
the doing of work of too minute and delicate a character
for our present capacities to compass, that is as we
have a conscious knowledge of them—a very important
reservation.
The engine that we use to illustrate the living animal
must be a work-doing engine; but we may suppose
that the wants, wishes and adjustments of the living
engine, are ministered to by trains of work-doing Carnot
engines of any convenient size, in any required group
ings, and with either direct or reverse stroke, as these
adjustments may demand. Working between a source
of high class energy, and a condenser which engulfs
but does not annihilate the energy removed or escaping
from the system, which does not appear in the form of
work, we can suppose any action performed with ex
penditure of the equivalent of that which is being con
veyed into the system by a train of engines acting in
the opposite direction. In fact, we can typically repre
sent the two great processes of expenditure and supply,
or waste and repair, by trains of such engines variously
adjusted as to temperature, limits, &c., but all subject
to the condition that they are reversible, therefore as
perfect as can be conceived, and that they do their work
in time, subject to laws of adjustment which we other
wise know as physiological principles.
The innumerable events of these two processes, in
the great living engine doing work external to itself,
can, when separately regarded, be pictured to the mind
as two streams running in opposite directions at the
same average rate. (I will show them afterwards com
bined in an unique manner.)
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This view of the physical nature of life enables us to
gTasp the fact that even life itself on its physical side,
is an exemplification of the law of action and reaction,
but at the same time it enables us, from the subjective
standpoint for which the world exists in terms of feeling
alone, to claim the reaction as arising, not from the
inertia of the matter which the materialist kicks along
the street, and which the idealist says is only an
appearance, but from the essential nature of effort
itself, the healthy body being always supposed to be in
a condition of equilibrium, with a mind to match, and
cut off from all intrusive interference. When the
animal maohine is in motion its moving forces do positive
work, and the resistances of the displaced points of
application within the body having their elementary
work negative, cannot present it as a sum to sense
consciousness; but as a resultant in the external world
is always the conaequenoe of effort, resistance and
inertia, the properties of formed matter go to the credit
of the appearance, which is the manufactured article
turned out from the laboratory of the senses. Action and
reaction are therefore equal and opposite to the observer;
work is done or wasted, and the laws of the phenomenal
world are respected; but from the subjective side, effort
is made consciously or subconsciously, and the possibility
of its continuance or repetition is undertaken in a
manner which, from the inner side of our nature, we
are not yet able to grasp, but which from the objective
standpoint we call the nutritive process from which on
analysis we infer the existence of a system of continuity
in accordance with the principles of which, in the
unseen universe, there does exist that reverse stroke of
our animal engine, the acknowledgment of the ex
istence of which would out the ground from under the
position at present occupied by gross materialism.
I have purposely used physical illustrations in
speaking of the life process, for reference to physioal
principles will be frequent and much simpler than to
physiological details, of which we know little, though
their sum total and outcome are familiar enough to
justify one in constructing a rough-hewn theory of
mediumship on the assumption of uniformity of plan
with variety of detail.
f To be continuedJ.

TWO SPONTANEOUS APPARITIONS.
To the Editor of“ The Channel” Boulogne-eur-Mer.

Sir,—As you have invited “ Experiences,”
I venture to send you what I can vouch for.
My grandfather, while living at Ripple, in Kent,
had upon the occasion in question invited
to dinner with other guests, a very intimate
friend, who lived in Deal. Everyone, with
the exception of this gentleman^ having arrived,
and the butler still retarding the announce
ment of dinner, someone asked—“ Who do
we wait for, Admiral
On being informed,
he said—“ Then you may have dinner in, for
------------ arrived at the same time I did. He
passed me at the ite and rode round to the
stable.” With that, dinner was served, and: as
they sat down, some wonder was naturally ex
pressed as to Mr.--------- —’sr non-appearance,
especially as on sending to enquire, the groom
denied having seen him. “ That is nonsense,”
said the man who had spoken before. “He
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passed me, riding his brown mare ; though
now I think of it he did not answer, only went
straight on. It is one of his jokes, I sup
pose.” While they weTe speculating as to
what form the joke would take, a messenger
from Deal brought my grandfather a note.
Mr.---- —— had fallen down in a fit as he was
mounting his horse, and died a few minutes
afterwards.
This story is a fact; and so also is the
following. A young friend of mine was lost at
sea, and upon the night of the aooident—for
he was swept from the deck during a tremendous gale in the 'Channel—my daugher,
then paying a visit in the north, saw him, or
his appearance, confront her, as she passed
along a corridor to her bedroom, and my maid,
going up to the room he had slept in the night
before he joined, saw the same appearance, and
though startled, took it in dim light for one
of my nephews then visiting me, but who,
when she ran downstairs in a fainting condition, she found sitting with me. My daughter
did not write and tell what she had seen,
neither did I of the strange appearance at
home. She only spoke of it when she returned,
and when the sad intelligence of the poor lad’s
death reached us.
Now, as neither my daughter nor my maid
are nervous or imaginative, how can one explain away the manifestation? It remains
only to believe that by some inscrutable power
of will or sympathy, the spirit at the moment of
death may appear—why, or wherefore, it is not
ours to decide. We know so little that we
may well admit our own ignorance in spiritual
laws, aud be oontent to accept what we cannot
deny, much less explain.
A G-bandmotheA

N

ext Sunday evening, at seven o’clock, Mr. MacDonnell will lecture at the Quebec Hall, Marylebone,
on “ The Birth of Christ.” On Monday and Thursday,
from two to four, Mrs. Davenport will give psyohopathio treatment to the sick poor, free.
A Prize uppy —Times of last Saturday says
that Dr. Forbes Winslow, at the Alexandra Palace
Dog Show, carried off the first prize “ in the puppy
dog class.” The Times is bitter, and its statement re
minds us of a letter from a Buckinghamshire farmer to a
distinguished scientific agriculturist to whom he felt
under obligation for introducing a variety of swine :
“Respected sir,—I went to the fair at A— ■
. I
found several pigs of your species. There was a great
variety of beasts ; and I was greatly astonished at not
seeing you there.” This may have been written in an
off-hand manner, and without much consideration ; as
also another, by an illiterate farmer wishing to enter
some animals at an agricultural exhibition, when he
wrote as follows to the secretary of the society ; “ Enter
me also for a jackass. I have no doubt whatever of
gaining a prize.”
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